In an inverted market, current prices are higher than future prices and thus the price of storage is negative. Market inversions as nlrasured with futures spreads rarely occur during early months o f the crop year. However, market inversions frequently occur across crop years and near the end of the crop year. In the last half of the crop year, market inversions clearly reflect a signal to sell stocks. Too few inversions occur early in the crop year to reach a definitive conclusion for that period. Behavioral finance offers possible explanations of why producers would hold stocks in an inverted market. A principal theory of futures markets tells that futures prices for storable commodities should be higher than spot prices by not more than the carrying charges. Carrying charges represent the cost of storage, primarily warehousing and insurance cost plus interest foregone. If the spot price is too low relative to the futures price, a cash-and-carry arbitrage opportunity arises and the trader who engages in arbitrage reaps a riskless profit. Thus, in a normal market, a futures price spread is limited by arbitrage to the full cost of carry.
In an inverted market, current prices are higher than future prices and thus the price of storage is negative. Market inversions as nlrasured with futures spreads rarely occur during early months o f the crop year. However, market inversions frequently occur across crop years and near the end of the crop year. In the last half of the crop year, market inversions clearly reflect a signal to sell stocks. Too few inversions occur early in the crop year to reach a definitive conclusion for that period. Behavioral finance offers possible explanations of why producers would hold stocks in an inverted market. A principal theory of futures markets tells that futures prices for storable commodities should be higher than spot prices by not more than the carrying charges. Carrying charges represent the cost of storage, primarily warehousing and insurance cost plus interest foregone. If the spot price is too low relative to the futures price, a cash-and-carry arbitrage opportunity arises and the trader who engages in arbitrage reaps a riskless profit. Thus, in a normal market, a futures price spread is limited by arbitrage to the full cost of carry.
However, this theory is not always supported by empirical evidence. A puzzling phenomenon in ~lctual commodity markets is that processors and ~nerchandisers routinely hold inventories in the face of inverse carrying charges. In an inverted market, a commodity's price for future delivery is below the price for immediate delivery and intertemporal arbi- trage conditions fail to apply. Under market inversion, because the price spread in futures markets Pails to cover commodity-holding costs, stockholders apparently gain negative returns to storage. This aspect of c o n~n~o d i t y markets was first noticed by Working (1934) while studying the price relationships between old-and new-crop wheat futures at Chicago. He observed that nationwide wheat stocks are held even when the intertemporal spread (price of storage) is inverted and argued that the price of storage depends o n the aggregate level of stocks. Later. Working's findings were represented by the supply-of-storage curve. which shows that, the hrther the spotlfutures spreads are below full carrying chasges, the less stocks are held.
Traditionally, there were two ma-ior theories explaining the phenomenon of market inversion. The risk premium theory of' Keynes holds that speculators must he compensated for taking risks in the form of a risk premium. In markets where speculators are predominantly short. the futures price is biased downward relative to the expected future spot price by the amount of a risk premium. According
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Taking expectations at time t in equation ( l a ) , w e obtain that the price o f storage or spread between the nearby and distant futures contracts is Thus, F(t, D ) -F(t, N ) is the market spread 01-the return to storage from time period N to D. F(t, N ) W h e n stocks are sufficiently low, the the-ory of the price of storage predicts a negative price of storage (negative spread) or market inversion because the convenience yield overwhelms the sum of interest foregone. storage costs, and risk premium. On the other hand, if the stock levels are sufficiently high. the convenience yield is negligible and the price of storage (spread) is essentially the \urn of interest foregone, storage costs, and risk premiurn. Here, one testable hypothesis generated by the theory of the price of storage is that markets will be inverted when stocks are low. When markets are inverted, a negative price of storage (negative spread) can be interpreted as a market signal that encourages tirnis to release their stocks into consumption channels. Under market inversion, i t is best for stockholders to sell their stocks now because storage only occurs at a very high opporti~nity cost. Another testable hypothesis from this areument is that producers will receive the high--est expected returns by selling stock5 rather than storing when markets are inverted.
The theory of the price of storage can explain why processors and livestock feeders would hold stocks even when the price of storage is negative. But the theory cannot explain why grain producers woulci continue to hold stocks when the price of storage is negative. Behavioral tinance theory (Kahnernan and Riepe) offers a possible explanation. The three aspects of behavioral finance that offer possible explanations are anchoring, overcontidence, and regret.
Anchoring occurs when a producer i.; reluctant to revise long-held opinions in the face of new information (Rrorsen and Anderson). For example, a producer may follow a strategy of storing corn on a farm and selling after the new crop is planted, regardless of market signals. In a short-crop year. even a small portion of farmers anchored to a fixed strategy could cause a market inversion.
Overconfidence refers to the natural tendency of people to overestimate their own abilities. Both Eales et al. and Kenyon have confirmed that farmers greatly overestimate the accuracy of their own price forecasts. Thus, farmers [nay hold stocks because they expect higher prices and incorrectly believe that their price expectations are more accurate than the market's price expectations.
The regret from having made a mistake is a dominant human emotion. The regret from an action is much greater than the regret froin inaction. Selling grain in response to market signals is an action, so selling and having the price go up would generate more regret than not selling and having the price go down.
When the grain is stored on the farm. there will be 21 cost of delivering the grain. This cost. which nlay differ greatly by individual, coi~ld cause the producer to not sell in an inverted market and still remain rational. For example, scarce labor may be better ~lllocated to other activities such as livestock enterprises, corn planting, or a vacation in Floricia. There could be a physical constraint such as snow. mud, or the producer's tl-uck needing repair. If an individual's storage cost was low, government loan programs could provide an incentive to store because. by selling, the producer wo~lld be giving up the real option value implicit in a loan program. The point is that some individuals may choose not to sell in an inverted market because of behavioral reasons, but others Inny have economic reasons.
Data
The agricultural commodities selected for the analysis of market inversion in futures prices are corn, soybeans, and wheat. Futures price is the closing price of the corresponding contract month observed on the tirst trading day of each calendar month. The sample period extends from 1957 through 1999 for corn and from 1958 through 1999 for wheat and soybeans. A long time series is needed because market inversions occur infrequently. Before 1957, only nearby futures contracts were reported and a lot of observations. e.g., March futures prices, were missing. Thus. this study could not go back further in time.
For the same periods with the futures price series. monthly cash grain prices were obtained from the National Agricultural Statistics Service. The cash prices are U.S. monthly average prices received by farmers and are denoted in dollars per bushel. The average price is the open-market price resulting from dividing the total dollars received by all farmers by the total quantity sold. U.S. monthly average prices are computed by weighting monthly prices by the estimated percentage of monthly sales during the month by state. U.S. quarterly grain stocks and grain supply and demand data are also from the National Agricultural Statistics Service.
The cost-of-carry or carrying charge from the perspective of off-farm, commercial storage consists of two components: physical storage costs charged by elevators and the interest opportunity cost. Cornrnercial grain storage rates over the 1970-1999 period, characterized as variable cost only, were obtained from the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service at Oklahoma State University. The prevailing commercial grain storage rates in recent years are commonly cited as 2.5-2.6 cents per bushel per month (Jackson, Irwin, and Good; Kastens and Dhuyvetter). To create an historical time series of storage costs for the period 1957-1 969, the average commercial grain storage cost of 2.55 cents per bushel per month is deflated using the producer price index (PPI) from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The U.S. prime loan rates from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis are used to calculate the opportunity or interest costs for stored grain.
Procedures
The market spread, defined as the difference between two futures prices. can be constructed within and across crop years. The spread between futures prices for nearby and distant delivery dates is defined by where Spretr~l(t) is the spread between two futures prices observed at time t , F(t, D) represents the futures price of a distant delivery month at time t , and F(t, N) represents the futures price of a nearby delivery month at time t. For corn, the December-March spread in December; the March-May spread in January, February, and March; the May-July spread in April and May; and the July-September spread in June and July are examined. In futures contract months for corn, December represents harvest, March represents preplanting, May represents planting, July represents the middle of the growing season, and September represents the late growing season or early harvest. For soybeans, the NovemberJanuary spread in November, the JanuaryMarch spread in December and January, the March-May spread in February and March, the May-July spread in April and May, the July-August spread in June and July, and the August-September spread in August are examined. For wheat, the July-September spread in July; the September-December spread in August and September; the December-March spread in October, November, and December; and the March-May spread in January, February, and March are examined.
The cost-of-carry or carrying charge necessary to carry the commodity from the nearby delivery date to the distant delivery date is Using equations (3) and (4), this study measures the extent to which the market spread between futures prices for nearby and distant delivery dates falls below full carrying charges. The degree of being below full carry is classified into six categories based on the percentage of market spread to the cost-of-carry or carrying charge. The frequency of market inversions is identified using information on the percentage of market spread to the cost of carry.
An empirically testable hypothesis drawn from equations ( I ) and (2) is that, when stocks ' Extensive literature deals with the relationship between the price of storage (spread) and the level of stocks. With the difficulty in defining and accurately measuring the relevant inventory, a major difference among the studies lies in the measurement of the level of stocks. Telser showed that the price of storage is determined by the total marketable stocks rather than the total level of existing stocks. Weymar stressed that the expected level of stocks between two futures' time periods is more in~portant than the current levcl of stock for the determination of the price of storage for two clistant futures contracts. GI-ay kind Peck demonstrated that the price of storage i h determined by the current stocks readily available for delivery rather than by thc tvlnl levcl of currenl stocks.
where In(QS,) is the natural logarithm of U.S. quarterly 4tocks. time is measured a s year minus initial year in the series, and F , is the error term. Market \pread\ and stocks have time trends and show some degree of autocorrelation. Spreads tend to grow due to inflation and U.S. quarterly stocks tend to increase due to increases in crop production over the years. Regressing one trending variable against another trending variable alone may result in too high of an estimated regression coefficient. Thus, a time variable is incorporated to isolate in p, the effect of stocks on market spreads.
Each q~iarterly stock estimate is analyzed with respect to the spread corresponding to the nearest futures contract. For example, December stocks for corn are compared with December-March spreads on December 1, March (Cho and McDougall) . When markets are inverted, stockholders apparently gain negative returns to storage due to inverse carrying charges. Thus, the recommended strategy is 'sell the stocks.' To cleter~nirie whether a market inversion is a signal to sell stocks, simulations are conducted. ' ' Besides true market inversions. wc consider the Simulation strategies considered are cash sale, unhedged storage. and hedged storage. To compare the results of three strategies, net returns to each strategy are evaluated at a future date. i.e., when the hedge for a hedged storage is lifted. The hedge is lifted on the first trading day of the delivery month for the distant futures contract. For example, in the December-March spread for corn observed on December 1, the hedge initiated on December I is finally lifted on March 1. For this study, the producer is assumed to produce 5.000 bushels of corn, soybeans, or wheat. situation where the nearby spread ro thc cost-of-carry falls below 0.25%. Although this relaxes he market inversion definition somewhat, it allows for slightly larger data scts. Results are similar i n both circu~n-stances. The simulation strategies are summarized as t'ollows:
1. Cash sale: At the beginning of each calendar month, if faced with a market inversion, the producer will sell 5,000 bushels of grain. The cash price examined in this study is U.S.
average prices received by farmers during the month the cash co~nmodity is sold. Interest is d e at ~lccrued to the proceeds from the cash s, 1 a continui)usIy compounding rate. Thus, net returns to cash sale is calculated as the sum of cash price sold and the accrued interest.
Unhedged storage: This strategy in-
volves storing the cash corn~nodity without using any hedging instrument. Returns to unhedged storage are determined by the levels of cash prices. This strategy is used as the benchmark against which cash sale and hedged storage are evaluated.
3. Hedged storage: At the beginning of each calendar month, if faced with a market inversion. the producer will sell one lot (5,000 bushels) of distant futures contract. O n the first trading day of the delivery month for the distant futures contract, the hedge is lifted and the cash commodity is sold. Returns to hedged storage are dependent o n changes in the cash pricc relative to changcs in the futures pricc.
Futures transaction costs, including brokerage fees and liquidity costs, are assumed to be 1.5 cents per bushel, or 75 dollars per contract.
To cornpare the net returns t o the three marketing strategies, paired-differences tests are conducted. The paired t-tests are based on the following three pairs of strategies: (I) cash sale versus unhedged storage (CS-US), (2) cash sale versus hedged storage (CS-HS). and (3) unhedged storage versus hedged storage (US-HS).
As with all simulations, an adequate number of observations to fully specify the distribution of net returns to each strategy are a real matter of concern. Because the ti-ue market inversions with negative spreads are expected to rarely occur during early months of the crop year, the number of observations in this study may not be large enough to meet the desired number of observations from statistical sampling theory. Thus, besides running simulations under a true market inversion, this study repeats the analysis under conditions where the market spread as a percent of the cost-ofcarry is below 0.35. Simulations were conducted with Oklahoma wheat cash prices to see if the aggregation of prices mattered. Results were qualitatively no different (a little more statistical significance), and thus the Oklahoma wheat results are not included.
With the aggregated data, this study regresses the actual returns to storage (unhedged and hedged) on the predicted returns to storage and a set of dummies representing the distance to harvest. The actual returns to unhedged (hedged) storage arc con~puted by subtracting the returns to cash sale l'rom the returns to unhedged (hedged) storage, and the predicted returns to storage are the corresponding futures price spl-eads. i.e.. across crop yeass. Contrary to the behavior of mean spreads, the volatility of the spreads has a tendency to increase from harvest to the end of the crop year. For example, t h e standard deviation of the DecemberMarch spread for corn in December is 2.42 while the standard deviation of the July-September spread for corn in July is 15.00. Table 2 presents summary statistics for spreads as percentage of contemporaneous costs-of-carry. T h e mean of the spread to costof-carry ratio falls below one for all spreads, indicating that grain markets on average are below full carry. The highest ratio is 0.96 in the September-December wheat futures spread observed in September. Table 3 exhibits the occurrences of spreads as a percent of contemporaneous costs-or-carry at various levels. Market inversions in nearby spreads rarely occur during early months of the crop year. The theory of the price of storagc also predicts that negative spreads between two new crop futures contracts are less likely to occur bccause stocks are usually plentifi~l after harvest, and thus convenience yields are small. On the contrary. the number of observations with the pel-cent of cost-ofcarry greater than one, i.e., above fill1 carry, is relatively large. This implies that there exist substantial cash-and-carry arbitrage opportunities because the cost-of-carry is too low relative to the rnarket spl-ead. One reason for being above fill1 carry is that the fixed cost component of grain storage costs is missed in Table 9 . Results of the Paired-Differences Tests for Corn, 1957 Corn, -1999 Percent C a r r y < 0.25 Percent C a r r y < 0 
Results
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Notes: CS-CIS d e~~o t c s the paired difference of net returns hetwccn the cash sale (CS) and unhcdged storage (US). CS-HS d e n o t r thc paired difference of net returns between the cash sale (CS) and hedged storage (HS), and US-HS denote the paired differcr~ce of net returns hrt\vc.cn the unhedpcd storage (IJS) and hedged storage (HS). The /-ratio
where (7 is the axerage of the paired diffcrences (0,) of the net returns between two marketing \trategics, 11 is the number of paired clil'ie~-enccs. and
Asterisks denute rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference at the 5% significance level calculating the cost-of-carry. and thus the costof-carry is underestimated. Another possible reason is that market spreads m a y reflect risk prernia with buildup in stocks after new-crop harvest or during early months of the crop year. Table 4 reports the regression results for spreads against U.S. quarterly grain stocks. The R2 values are very low, ranging from .02 in the March-May spread for wheat to .25 in the September-December spread for wheat. The slope terms are almost always statistically significant. There is a tendency for regressions during early months of the crop year to fit better than the regressions toward the end of the crop year, suggesting that the spread-stock relationship is more pronounced when stocks are abundant. Overall. the results support that there is a positive relationship between the spread and the level of stocks, and thus when the stocks are scarce, the spread becomes negative and markets are inverted. Notes: CS-US ~lenote\ the paired difference of net returns between the cash sale (CS) and ~inhcdged storage (US), CS-HS denotes the paired difference of net returns between the cash sale (CS) and hedged storage (HS), and US-HS denvte\ the paired dirterence of net returns between the ~~n h e d g e d storage (US) and hedged storage (HS). The r-ratio
where (/ is the average of the paired difference\ ( d , ) of the net returns hetween two mai-keting wategies, n is the number of paired differences, and Asterisks clenotr rejection of the null hypothesis of no difference at the 5% significance level commodities, net returns to cash sale become higher than net returns to unhedged storage and hedged storage with the approach of a new harvest.
The results of paired-differences tests for corn (Table 9) show that net returns to cash sale are greater than those of unhedged storage or hedged storage after May. The results of paired-differences tests for soybeans (Table   10) show that returns to cash sale are consistently higher than returns to unhedged storage after April. The results of paired-differences tests for wheat (Table 11) show that returns to cash sale are consistently higher than returns to storage aftel-November. One reason that net returns to hedged storage should b e lower than the returns to cash sale is the costs associated with trading futures contracts. 
